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Welcome to the fourth edition of World Wide Words

An online magazine which hopes to offer welcome,
warmth and wisdom in these difficult times for
humanity.
In the pages of this new publication you'll find a team
of contributing writers: poets, artists, scientists and
free-thinkers who strive to deliver a blueprint for the
new landscape in which we all find ourselves. We won't
return to life as we knew it, so let's seize the day and
bring about a better future for all living things on this
delicate planet of ours.
World-Wide-Words is published every 21 days, our next
edition is on Thursday 14/05/20.
Enjoy, think, dream, connect, comment, contribute,
and spread the word.
X Heather

SHORT-TERM AND LONG-TERM FUTURES
by John Scales Avery
We see clearly what is near to us. There is a remarkable contrast in the way that
governments around the world have responded to the COVID-19 pandemic and
the way that they have responded to the climate emergency. The pandemic,
which indeed represents an extremely grave danger to humanity, has produced
a massive global response. Borders have been closed, airlines have become
virtually inoperative, industries, restaurants and entertainments have been
closed, sporting events have been cancelled or postponed. People have been
asked to stay at home and practice social distancing, and the everyday life of
citizens around the world has been drastically changed. By contrast, let us
consider the threat that if immediate action is not taken to halt the extraction
and use of fossil fuels, irreversible feedback loops will be initiated which will
make catastrophic climate change inevitable despite any human efforts to
prevent it. This threat is even more serious than the COVID-19 pandemic.
Climate change could make much of the earth too hot for human life. It
could produce a famine involving billions of people, rather than millions. My
own belief is that catastrophic climate change would not lead do the extinction
of the human species; but I think that because much of the world would
become uninhabitable, the global population of humans would be very much
reduced.
How have governments responded to the climate emergency? A minority, for
example the Scandinavian countries, have taken appropriate action. Most
governments pay lip service to the emergency, but do not take effective action;
and a few countries, such as the United States under Donald Trump, Bolsonaro's
Brazil, and Saudi Arabia, deny that there is a climate emergency and actively
sabotage action. The world's net response has been totally inadequate. The
Keeling curve, which measures CO2 concentrations in the atmosphere,
continuse to rise, and the rate of rise is even increasing.
What is the reason for this remarkable contrast in our response to two serious
emergencies? We see clearly and respond to what is close to us, and are
relatively indifferent to what is far away. We hear of people dying every day from
the COVID-19 pandemic, and there is a danger that as many as 100 million
people could die before it is over. By contrast, although immediate climate
action is needed today to avoid disaster, the worst consequences of climate
change lie in the long-term future. Old people, like me, will not live to see
massive deaths from starvation and overheating. However, we have a
responsibility to our children and grandchildren, and to all future generations. A
large-scale global famine could occur by the middle of the present century, and
children who are alive today could experience it. Recovery from the pandemic
offers climate action opportunities.

When the COVID-19 pandemic is over, governments will be faced by the task of
repairing the enoromous economic damage that it has caused. The situation will
be similar to the crisis that faced US President Franklin D. Roosevelt when he
took office during the Great Depression of the 1930s. Roosevelt, encouraged by
John Maynard Keynes, used federal funds to build much-needed infrastructure
around the United States. His programs, the New Deal, ended the Great
Depression in his country. Today, the concept of a similar Green New Deal is
being put forward globally. This concept visualizes government-sponsored
programs aimed at simultaneously creating both jobs and urgently-needed
renewable energy infrastructure. The Green New Deal programs could be
administered in such a way as to correct social injustices.
A few sustainable economic system Economists, with a few notable exceptions
such as Nicholas Georgescu-Roegen, Aurelio Peccei and Herman Daly, have a
cynical tendency to confine their discussions to the short-term future. With selfimposed myopia, they refuse to look more than a few decades into the future.
This allows them to worship growth, and to advocate perpetual growth. Of
course, they realize that perpetual growth of anything physical on a finite planet
is a logical impossibility. They realize that present growth implies future collapse.
But before that collapse happens, they plan to sell their stocks and bonds and
buy large estates to which they can retire. Our present financial system is
unsustainable, and it works for the interests of a few very rich people. For the
sake of the long-term future, we must build a sustainable, steady-state economic
system, an economic system which reduces inequality, and which serves the
broad public interest.
About:
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physics and theoretical chemistry at M.I.T., the University
of Chicago and the University of London. He is the author
of numerous books and articles, both on scientific topics
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Journal of Bioenergetics and Biomembranes, and he
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The Many Moods of Corona
by Dina Honour

I’m no stranger to mood swings.
I’ve got 18 months of pregnancy hormonal mood swings under my
belt, plus decades of PMS, plus menopause. And I’m married to a Gemini.
I thought I had this shit down.
But honestly, the speed at which I am cycling through Corona moods is giving
me whiplash.
Any given day usually starts with…
Guilt, Part I
We have space. We have jobs. We have online schooling. We have food and takeout and a coastline to walk and we’re living in a country which - fingers crossed seems to have avoided getting hard hit by this thing. We’re on the Diet Sprite of
lockdown plans.
So what is wrong with me??
Think about all those others who are facing so much worse…I should be
ashamed of myself. Go say some Hail Marys and think about what you’ve done.
This often leads to…
Determination
Those closets aren’t going to organize themselves are they? A drawer a day, a
room a week. This is doable! Just think about the minimalist beauty of a dresser
full of Kondo drawers and a closet where the hangers slide effortlessly onto the
rod, rather than having to shove everything in there. Why I’ll bet I’ll discover
at least five things I bought on sale with the tags still on them. Now is the time!
You can write a novel in six weeks, can’t you? Of course. Now, get folding!
Which is inevitably followed by…
Exhaustion
Another day in Bumper Book of Quarantine. Another mark on the chalkboard
which hangs on the laundry door – four short lines and a slash for every fifth, tally
marks scratching track of endless days. Another meal, another load of laundry,
another closet organized. Another challenge to keep the kids organized, another
conversation to keep them on track, another dead end. Hours of my life I will
never get back. All that’s left is the agreed-upon mandatory hour of family
television.

Which leads to…
Confusion
Who are these magical children who are finding joy in their simpler lives? My
kids’ normal lives couldn’t get any simpler. They’ve got so much down time
they’re practically underground. I keep reading about kids rediscovering their
love of nature, of baking, of cooking meals and spackling walls. Who are these
children??? Those are not my children. My children only go outside when we
turn off the WiFi in a fit of angst. Unless they are explicitly told not to, they will
stare at their computers all day long. Left to their own devices they are left to
their own devices. I do not understand who these magical, extraordinary
children are. Where do I find them?
Which sometimes leads to….
Resentment
The three males are happy as Larry, Mo, and Curly. And why wouldn’t they be?
Their schedules are lighter. They can sleep later. There are hot lunches some days
instead of ones that stay warmish in a Thermos. They don’t have to shower until
noon. They don’t even have to get dressed from the waist down if they don’t
want to. Remote learning schedules are relaxed. There is no commute.
Of course they’re happy. It’s the same reason why I’m so happy in normal times…
But I am the only thing standing between them and a life of complete and utter
disrepair.
Who skulks around, springing into the makeshift school room making sure
games are not being played during lesson time? Moi. Who loiters in the kitchen
making sure vegetables are eaten? Me. Who begs, pleads, and tries to come up
with “fun” things? Who has to stop what she’s doing mid-sentence to play
Bananagrams in the middle of the day? Me, me, me.
Which invariably leads to…
Defeat
I can’t think of another thing to do with these kids. It’s 10 am and I’ve already
baked a batch of cupcakes and played a game of Scrabble and am now
contemplating making homemade pasta dough just for something to do. The
idea of coming up with a whole weekend full of things to keep us alive, let alone
busy and entertained, is exhausting. Is it even worth the arguments, the eye rolls,
the gargantuan sighs???
Which oft brings me to…
Guilt, Part II
Gosh, we’re so lucky, really. All things considered, they’re such good kids, despite
all the other stuff. And it is nice all snuggled up on the sofa together watching
Survivor. But, ugh, I feel bad even thinking these things when people are dying.
Maybe we should hide our little moments of joy, when so many other people are
losing family members and jobs. I should be ashamed of myself. Go say an Act of
Contrition and think about what you’ve done.

Which almost always leads to…
Depression
What a sucky way to live our lives. I mean, it’s bad enough for me and I’m o.l.d.
The future’s not bright and no one needs shades. Who knows what’s going to
happen? I mean, not even WHO knows what’s going to happen. Maybe it will be
like Mad Max or Waterworld. None of us are getting any younger, you know. God,
I miss eating out at restaurants. I miss seeing friends and going out for coffee. I
miss kicking my kids out to go and play football with their friends. Christ
amighty, I even miss standing on the sidelines in the pissing down rain for
weekend games. This sucks.
Usually this is followed by…
Resignation
This is life now, for the foreseeable future, right? I mean there’s nothing I can do
about it. It’s out of my hands. If the kids’ asses meld into their desk chairs
because they spend so much time playing Minecraft, I tried my best, right?
Surely everyone can see that. Surely I can’t be expected to do any more. If they
find me with my head buried in a bag of chips surrounded by empty rosé
bottles, surely they’ll know I tried my best. Surely I should change my name to
Shirley.
And just to round it out there’s…
Guilt, Part III
I feel so bad for my kids and all the things they’re missing. Graduations and class
trips and sports trips and all the other stuff. Those poor seniors. Ugh, but what
about all those people with bigger issues, like not being able to pay rent? Pull
yourself together! Missing out on those class trips is nothing compared to not
being able to pay your rent.
Go say a Lord’s Prayer and think about what you’ve done. Scratch another line on
the chalkboard, call it a day, and start again.
About:
Dina Honour is the author of There’s Some Place Like Home,
Lessons from a Decade Abroad. Originally from the United
States, Dina currently lives, writes, and raises her third culture
kids in Copenhagen, Denmark. She idles at the intersection of
politics, feminism, parenting, and life abroad. Meet her there
and she’ll tell you a story. Dina regularly blogs at Wine and
Cheese (Doodles), muses on Facebook, rants on Twitter, and
wastes time on Instagram. Find her there, on Medium,
or Amazon Authors.

How Do We Create Art From Within The Confines Of
Our Homes?
by Dagmar Frederiksen-Balle

With a limited way to get hold of craft supplies and no way of
meeting people to photograph, I am left with nothing but my
thoughts and my creativity. This series of images portrays my bed
and a graph of Danish death statistics (as of April 2nd), shown in
toilet paper and glass pearls.
Why the bed? Because it has been the main location for all of my
worries, especially when I fell ill and had no way of knowing if it was
corona.
Why toilet paper and pearls? While many all over the world have
worried about wiping their behinds, others work tirelessly to keep
vulnerable people alive, which they sometimes can’t. Every piece of
toilet paper represents a week of the epidemic, while every pearl
represents a lost life. My images are an investigation of HOW to show
the situation. Whether it be of death or your preferred place of
isolation. Should we show things as they are? Should we attract an
audience with vibrant colours? Or should we use the official white
and blue that government ministries all over the world are using
when telling us to wash our hands, sneeze in our elbow and stay
away from others? What do you think?
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Dagmar Frederiksen-Balle a Danish-born film &
transmedia student in Aarhus, Denmark. Took up
photography in 2017 when studying at
Engelsholm Castle College for Arts & Music. Made
a shift towards motion pictures in 2018 and is now
exploring every aspect of filmmaking, storytelling
and technology. Has spent all of her life diving into
endless platforms of creative expression and
wishes to combine these in her work. A
globetrotter fascinated by the dreams that
connect us all.
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The Need to Evolve
by Krishna Prakash
The World is called a Jagat in Samskruta and many Indian languages. It means,
“that which is in a constant state of flux or change.” This meaning should give us
an insight into how the world is viewed in the living traditions and those who
know the meaning of the word Jagat.
Right now, the glorious opportunity to stay where we are is a great boon granted
by the cosmos to stop our external pursuits for a change, and to develop the
courage to look within ourselves. The beauty of looking within is that it would
take us to places without spending a penny, but if we care to do this objectively
it can make us infinetly rich in wisdom. This wisdom then could be used to
harness change in our life – in our outlook, our lifestyle and habits. Furthermore,
we would gradually realize the impermanence of our very existence. We could
use this distilled wisdom harvested by “looking within” to align our life as per
dharma - by embracing whatever change is needed, wholeheartedly.
During this lockdown, why not think of ourselves as pupa inside a cocoon which
is developing ready to change itself into a butterfly? Maybe this is the impetus to
start our journey of self-discovery. The need to change how we live, without
changing who we are and where we live.
About:
Krishna Prakash is the founder of Shrimath Yoga
(India), a residential Yoga school in rural India. Since
2011, participants from over 40 countries have
studied the 21 days course on self-discovery through
Yoga.
These are the times when one can consciously
decide to move from "mere living" to "enlightened
living." An online workshop on Enlightened Living is
currently offered by Krishna - who has more than
10,000 hours of experience in sharing principles &
processes from the ancient tradition of Yoga, Veda
& Tantra. This online workshop does not promise
magic, but ensures that one works hard to achieve
the effortless ability to experience "enlightened
living."
www.shrimathyoga.com/enlightenedliving

Online Event

A worldwide celebration of the UN
International Day of Living Together in Peace
Everyone of all ages is invited to create, photograph, and submit a piece of art or
craft with the theme of global peace. Submissions are open now until the 16th of
May 2020, and should be sent in a message to the Instagram user
@world.wide.words. Please include a title for the piece, the media used, a short
description, your full name, age, and location. All entries will be featured on the
Instagram page, and selected ones in World-Wide-Words magazine.
Living together in peace is all about accepting differences and having the ability
to listen to, recognize, respect and appreciate others, as well as living in a
peaceful and united way.
The UN General-Assembly, in its resolution 72/130, declared 16 May the
International Day of Living Together in Peace, as a means of regularly mobilising
the efforts of the international community to promote peace, tolerance,
inclusion, understanding and solidarity. The Day aims to uphold the desire to live
and act together, united in differences and diversity, in order to build a
sustainable world of peace, solidarity and harmony.

Dove of Peace
by Sasha Knudsen.

You'll find an online exhibition of images celebrating International Day
of Living Together in Peace at the WWW Instagram profile here
Find Sasha's Instagram profile here

Human behaviour at the centre of the solution
by Vanessa Matthews

Perhaps that title isn’t entirely right, though human behaviour does play a
significant part in climate pollution. That is why it’s surprising how there is a lack,
an omission or maybe even an avoidance, in talking about this, in spite of what it
could mean to developing practical actions.
“Emissions of greenhouse gases of human origin” is a phrase that is often printed.
This means, us humans, i.e. what we have done, our actions, are to blame for our
situation. And it is much easier to point blame for other people’s behaviour than
it is to look at oneself and accept that we all are to blame. Yet, it is not about
blame from where we need to start, it is from awareness. Being aware brings
about acceptance of what is, which creates a picture where more practical steps
come to light and can be taken.
How many people look at themselves, their daily activities and question for
example, ‘What am I doing that is contributing to the situation?’ or ‘What can I
do that would help?’
In spite of the clear connection between human actions and the deterioration of
nature, the environment we live in and use for our needs, the talk about climate
action still lacks the root of how all of ‘us humans’ can participate in making
changes that can move us closer to a healthy and regenerative planet earth.
Whether it is yourself, who actively behaved a certain way or were indirectly
influenced to behave a way, it still comes down to the reality that the action
comes from humans. Some may argue that the use of psychological behaviour
by companies to get their users to act a certain way puts the responsibility on
the companies. If that is so, then where does responsibility rest? In the end, it still
points to human behaviour.
When leaders of companies make declarations to establish funds that will assist
others in tackling climate change, it is an example of this disconnection of one’s
own behaviour for personal gains and its direct negative impact to the very
reason they have set up the fund. Not only have many of these global companies
contributed to climate pollution, but these companies have also influenced
human behaviour (in order to use these companies) that contributed to climate
pollution.
It’s a bit of a conundrum if you think about it. A few years back, around
Christmas time, London traffic was worsening. When the congestion charge
started it had made a difference, but then gradually traffic became worse again.
This worsening traffic affected public transportation. What used to take 45
minutes, slowly crept up to one-hour and then one-hour 15 minutes over a
period of 2-3 years. What was happening?

Staring out the window of the bus, all this added traffic was coming from the
extra cars on the road fulfilling online orders. Inspired by the leader in online
shopping and its added immediate delivery services that increase customer
expectations, many more retailers locally and abroad were also taking a piece of
the road. Add on top of all this the many ride apps and the city has a surge of
additional cars on the road in response to customer demands that were not
there before the service was provided. Thus returning to the questions of where
do the behaviours start and where does the responsibility rest?
Many businesses have been created with no or minimum thought about their
impact on the environment. The focus, in short, is on getting investment and
expanding globally in whatever way possible. The reason that many businesses
that offer online services use regular people to run these deliveries is because it is
cheaper for the company. Yet, if we are to address this transportation issue it
brings up the employment factor. These services are allowing people to earn
money with the resources they already own and for some it means a chance to
participate in society. To take that option away would be unjust and only
contribute to the continuing wealth gap. So how does one change the
operational transaction to create a win-win for everyone in this equation? Here
are some thoughts:
Some suggest for these businesses that can only function with transportation, to
be forced into investing in clean transportation fleets. But that would require
these companies to either hire people as official delivery drivers in order to
ensure deliveries are done using clean transportation that would be provided by
the company, or the company could charge these self-employed workers a fee
for the use of a cleaner vehicle (if they didn’t already own one) in order to do the
job. Another option could be only allowing people to deliver or be drivers if their
car is clean energy but that then reduces opportunities since the number of
people with these types of privately owned vehicles is still low.
Or companies could invest in supporting existing delivery businesses to change
all their vehicles to clean ones, which some of these larger, more established
companies have already been doing themselves.
Yet, before we can start thinking about these options and many more, it requires
putting all the truths of how things really work out on the table. It is a
complicated and a huge equation, luckily though it is one that has already
proven to have solutions.
And what does this all mean? It requires every one of us to look at our
behaviours and explore and admit to our own behavioural patterns, in
order for us to then ask ourselves, “what can I do to contribute to change?”

About:
Vanessa Matthews was born
into international relations, a
third-culture
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infinite lessons from the people
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more than countries, borders
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Love In The Time Of Corona…
by Derek Scott

La vida es un trabajo en progreso ...
La vida es un trabajo en progreso ...
La vida es un trabajo en progreso ...
Spring 2020
This thing is taking an eternity,
Been with us (all) eternally:
Our words, experiences, lives, our work,
Did NOT prepare us for THIS.
But THIS prepares us for what comes next:
Wear out the “Refresh” key!
Then write a fresh text,
The key to the door of the unexplored depth in our
lives…
Your feelings guide you, like a torch beam ahead,
Discerning a path to the lockdown’s end,
Not sharp and crisply defined - not a laser;
But honest and fumbling – a glow in your mind.
Love and friendship, they harmonise.
Despite social distance, they survive.
Friendship is a hoard of treasure,
Love is a well of deepest pleasure,
Work to draw the water of love,
The water of life... The parents who strive...
Who intertwine their talents and traits,
Each supporting their children’s needs,
A complex fuel of words, maths and arts,
Burns days of devotion deep in our hearts.
We’ve learned, these long, slow, hard weeks past,
That the newest, the key month, is coming fast,
It feels like we’re making new shoes on a last,
With raw bits and pieces, we learn this craft,
Until we conclude, with gusto, “We’re DAFT!”
Let’s get back to that growing light,
Let the promise grow more bright,
Of the END in sight,
Of The Time of Corona.
Remembered, perhaps, one cosy December,
Memories of when we changed forever.
Love, like Life, is a work in progress…

'Little Maia" by K. Scott

It Goes Away In April
”It will go away in April.”
Like Great Aunt Jennie will;
Like Bob and Clem and Mary;
Like Arnie, Jean and Bill.
”It will go away in April."
Like Ebola Virus and SARS;
Like Mercury and Mars;
Like the Sun, Moon and Stars.
”It will go away in April.”
Mocks truth, belief, integrity;
Cheats real love, life and honesty:
Scorns trust and kills goodwill.
”It will go away in April."
Like unemployment, poverty,
Wall Street’s smug expressions,
And forty thousand funeral cars.
”It will go away in April.”
Like the bodies to the graves,
Like the sailor on the Roosevelt:
Delivered to the waves.
”It will go away in April.”
Like you said - now when was that?
Interspersed with your predictions,
Then rewritten, like the facts.
”It will go away in April.”
Like the hopes of the bereaved?
Or the winter’s snow? Or last year’s leaves?
Or XL sweaters with big long sleeves?
”It goes away with the heat.”
Not just that lovely warm April sun:
But with searing, smoking cremation fires,
Where forty thousand passed and burned.
”It goes away with the heat.”
Like the poor? Buried in plywood boxes,
On bleak Hart Island, fast-tracked, blessed:
Then bulldozed under the black dirt, to
rest.
”It goes away with the heat.”
Yet Corona still burns, fired up like the sun:
Can we douse the final embers?
Make it go away in November?
Optional Epilogue: “You’re FIRED!”
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COVID-19 crisis. April 2020.
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Feeling Comfortable with the Unknown
by Alain Ruche

We live in a complex world. Put a stone on your hand, open the hand and throw
the stone away in front of you. If you have the data - such as the wind velocity,
the weight and shape of the stone, and the force and direction of your arm, and
if you are advised by experts in ballistics, you will exactly know where the stone
will land on the ground. You can command and control where the stone goes.
Now, take a live bird on your closed hand, gently open it and see what happens anything can happen. The bird might stay on your hand, be afraid and take off
right away, and fly wherever it likes. How your hand and the bird interact
illustrates complexity.
Ours is an interconnected world. The relations between and among individuals
matter more than individuals themselves. Our static and individual identity is
shifting towards a dynamic and relational identity. Psychology tends to be
viewed now as rather what happens between our brain and others' brain than
what happens in our brain. Nowadays several of these interrelations are born out
of eagerness of self-acknowledgment and expectation of immediate reward.
Loneliness, a hidden killer, is pervasive among our society. There are few real
conversations, and most of them reflect an anthropocentric mind: we, humans,
are in the middle of everything. We have broken the conversation with the earth,
the mountains and the rivers. We have lost part of our spiritual nature. We live in
an unpredictable world.
We have become risk adverse societies where military and war semantics govern
our daily life. The risk of winning or losing something we feel worthy is
everywhere, while the truth is that we do not know what will happen. Our
obsession to reach specific results in an optimization context makes us
vulnerable. As said by Harvard Business Review, 'Strategic planning is a zombie: it
is dead and keeps coming back'.

Alain Ruche

Feeling comfortable with the unknown
Catching the rhythm along the flow matters more than pursuing an illusory
objective. It opens the way for letting go, attentive to the moment, curious about
what will happen. It creates space for spirituality coming back to a frontline,
both at individual and collective level. It implies remaining in permanent
conversation with everybody and everything.

We live in a rapidly changing world. We have difficulty in accepting the universal
law of permanent change. We stick to our Western worldview (the way we see
the world) and mindset (the way we are educated) even when we see that they
are part of a world that is fading away. We also have a limited capacity in making
sense of the futures that are emerging in front of us - artists are most valuable in
this respect. We stubbornly deny that traditional paradigms - like patriarchy,
family, competition, efficiency - are fading away.
Instead of linearity, reductionism, optimisation and individualism, critical skills
and practices to live in this world are flexibility, intuition, redundancy, a holistic
and complexity approach. There is no clear destination anymore, only a general
intention. Nowadays a compass indicating the magnetic North is more useful
than a map showing the destination. Humility, active listening and mutuality are
better suited than the blind and selfish promotion of Western values.
As change is permanent, there is no need to understand before acting,
and theory comes from practice, not the other way round. Instead of being
willing to change the situation, it is better to act on the internal dynamics of
what is going on. Starting from the context, with our humble roots, we make a
step, probe, learn, correct and act again. We just catch the rhythm, curious and
ready to improvise. And we simply feel comfortable with the unknown.

The fate of democracy
Most of countries which do not benefit
from (representative) democracy are
eager to get it, while in many
democratic countries populations are
heavily
questioning
it.
Ideas
of
democratic governance have flourished
in many different places and were often
sparked by undemocratic ideas and
actions. Democracy was not born in
Athens, and is not a universal norm that
reflects Western values. The future of
democracy is not tied to the West, nor
to representative democracy, its current
most widely adopted form.
Photo by Artimio

Roots
Items which my grand-grand-mother used in
her bakery. The long knife to cut portions,
also the water stone to sharpen it. This
special stone is unique to my region in
Belgium, and was for many years exported all
over the world to sharpen medical
instruments and knifes. Underneath the
kitchen book of my grand-mother, with a
piece of local blue stone as a bookmark. On
it, I pegged small stones originating from
Argentina, my wife's country and now a part
of my roots as well. Hanging are the two
emblematic puppets of Liège a city near my
hometown.
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Time is running out
As the hourglass shows, time is running out.
On the plywood structure itself we can see
emerging
(new)
paradigms,
which
culminates at the inflection point with the
'black swan' (*). One can clearly see how old
paradigms
disappear,
like
patriarchy,
competition, individualism. A new narrative
needs to be written through action, of which
the final destination is unknown. To that end,
the Western and Eastern worldviews are
joining. As the (Chinese) brush indicates, this
does need to be the only way.
(*) The theory of black swan events (N.
Taleb) is a metaphor that describes an
event that comes as a surprise, has a
major effect, and is often inappropriately
rationalised with the benefit of hindsight.
The term is based on an ancient saying
that presumed black swans did not exist –
a saying that became reinterpreted to
teach a different lesson after black swans
were discovered in the wild.
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The Great One
by Melinda Graper

'He who can no longer pause to wonder and stand rapt in awe is as
good as dead; his eyes are closed.'
—-Albert Einstein

Reflection Pond, Denali National Park, Alaska, USA
The amazing state of Alaska is the largest in the United States with numerous
superlatives: an area over 1.7 million square km, over 3 million lakes, more than
100 volcanoes, 100,000 glaciers (covering 5% of the land), 1 bear for every 3
people, and the highest peak in North America—Denali at 6168 meters (20,237
feet).
I lived in this wonderland twice: in the largest city, Anchorage, and a few years
later in the interior city of Fairbanks. In between these 2 cities is the 6-million
acre Denali National Park and Preserve which, not surprisingly, is home to Denali.
(Surprisingly, this park is the third largest in Alaska, far behind Wrangell-St. Elias
with over 13 million acres.)

Arctic Ground Squirrel. Denali National Park, Alaska, USA
But, we are here to pause and wonder after riding on a Park bus over 6 hours
and 85 miles almost to the end of the only road into the Park: 92-miles of gravel,
and sometimes treacherous patches of switchbacks and steep drops but always
with amazing views and wildlife along the way.
It is a unique opportunity to go to Reflection Pond. If you camp or stay in the
small lodges at the end of the road, you increase your chances of favorable
weather to see “the Great One” which is an elusive sight as 30% of the lucky
visitors catch a glimpse of this incredible peak.
You will stand in awe (after all your photos!).
Are we taking time to pause and wonder and reflect?
Are we keeping our eyes open for good views—big and small?
When we experience awe, we can gain perspective, peace and purpose—those
are just a few of awe’s benefits! The Greek concept of “kali thea” (kah-lee thay-uh)
or “good view” is an everyday discussion and desire. Good views can be sunsets or
coffee with a friend or a good book or a view from a window—anything that
makes us pause, wonder and reflect as we go about our days. It is a powerful
concept; it opens our hearts and souls. A good view is good medicine and has
been studied and quantified…you can read more about it here.

'People travel to wonder at the height of mountains, at the
huge waves of the sea, at the long courses of rivers, at the
vast compass of the ocean, at the circular motion of the
stars; and they pass by themselves without wondering.'
—St. Augustine

Create a daily discipline to go out or look outside for a minute (or 5) every day to
pause and wonder. Relish the lift in your heart and soul as you stand rapt with
eyes open to the miracles in and around you!
good views have power
look with open eyes for awe
warm your heart and soul
—Melinda Graper

Melinda Graper is founder and director of Mia Kali Thea.
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A multi-disciplinary research
group working on gender
equality, biodiversity and One
Health
by the Gender equality research group of
NEOH

We knew that nature has started to strike back
when, in 2018 we created our research group of
international,
interdisciplinary
researchers
working on gender equality, biodiversity and one
health part of NEOH (Network for Ecohealth and
One Health). NEOH is the European chapter of
EcoHealth international. It has been established
as the continuation of the Network for
Evaluation of One Health which was supported
by COST (European Cooperation in Science and
Technology) and it is open for collaboration to
everyone would like to contribute to the
organization.
As we analysed the interconnected dimensions
of gender equality with biodiversity, climate
change, food security and political economies
(Garnier et al., 2019- under review), we showed
evidence that health challenges associated with
climate change, environmental degradation,
resource deprivation and the emergence of
novel diseases contribute to increase the burden
of the most vulnerable segments of societies and
especially women and girls. We had all been
involved in conceptualizing the One Health
concept which promotes an integrated
approach to human health, animal health and
ecosystem health but the gender dimension of
One Health in the context of biodiversity
conservation is a new perspective.

The gender dimension of the 2030 Agenda has
been fully recognized and gender equality has
been identified as fundamental to delivering the
Sustainability Development Goals (UN Women
2018). The need to take a gender and equity focus
in efforts to protect and improve population health
is also recognised in a variety of mandates and
instruments, including WHO’s most recent
13th General Programme of Work (2019-2023)
(WHO 2019a). But now more than ever we need to
promote and deliver this vision.
The Covid- 19 pandemic is shaking the world in all
its fundamentals and brings uncertainty to the
most established aspects of our civilisation. But we
know with certainty that this crises will exacerbate
gender inequalities, as all crisis do. Although
analysis of preliminary sex-disaggregated data
indicates that men suffer from higher fatality rates
than women, the impacts of the Covid-19
pandemic will be phenomenal for women. Women
are the frontline heath workers, both in hospitals
where they represent 70% of the global health
workforce, and at home where they manage
health in addition to many aspects of family life.
While their domestic burden is increased in times
of crisis, they are also most vulnerable to social
inequities and economic instability.
This is why last month we have developed a
project to evaluate the gendered impacts of
confinement on families’ health and wellbeing. The survey is now under ethical approval
and will be run in many regions of Europe,
Australia and Africa. It will bring a gender
perspective to the multiple impacts of the
pandemic management measures. The benefits
might be profoundly important in the context of
emergent diseases like Covid-19 where evidence
points to the loss of ecological stability from
human actions driving spill-over of pathogens.

Our initial research paper had concluded that
we need to create a gender-responsive and
human-rights-based approach to protect
nature, improve health and well-being and
adapt to climate change, Our ambition is to
provide adequate instruments, methodologies
and communication tools to reduce gender
inequities in these interconnected areas, in
particular
in
health
interventions
and
environmental conservation programmes. By
repositioning ourselves as being part of nature
and using our intelligence to enhance gender
equality as a fundamental pillar of society, we
hope to contribute to overcome the multiple
and inter-connected challenges faced by
humanity today.
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